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Everything was good; I was taking care of business so Deangelo wouldn’t have to be in the streets.
After he told me he was out, I couldn’t have been happier. He let me work my magic and that I did.
I was shocked when he said he was okay with me going to Miami to meet with some investors.
I don’t know why I was acting crazy when I found out Corey and six other people would be
shadowing my every move. Corey didn’t shadow at all, he was right there like I couldn’t cross the
damn street by myself. It was all good though, after the meetings Corey didn’t have a problem
with me hitting a couple clubs so I was happy.
The last day I was there I met up with Sammy and I couldn’t wait for her crazy ass to finish up. We
worked out a deal together for her a makeup line so once we finished up the paperwork we were
partners and we headed out to celebrate. The clubs in Miami always jumping and I was having a
blast with my girl.
“Why Corey always look like he about to kill somebody?” Sammy said as we looked over at him
from the bar.
“Because he is always ready to kill somebody. Why the hell you think?” She looked at me like I just
told her she had shit on her lip; I put my hands up and shrugged my shoulders. Hell, what else she
want me to say? He is ready to kill some damn body, that’s probably why he really brought his ass
down here anyway. I didn’t tell her that though, we headed back over to our little area. *

The saga continues for Treasure and Pandillero as they discover life&#x2019;s not
going to be as easy as they thought once they were married. Treasure&#x2019;s
been shot and is on her death bed trying to make it back to her family.
Pandillero is out the game but it&#x2019;s still taxing his marriage and family life.
He&#x2019;s finding out that even though he&#x2019;s out, he&#x2019;s become a
target for the next up and coming hustler to make a name for himself.
Essence, aka Storm, left behind her life in the Bronx and finds herself struggling to
keep her business afloat. She&#x2019;s instantly blown away when she puts her
eyes on Pandillero and Corey, from that moment on she&#x2019;s determined to
have Pandillero whether he&#x2019;s married or not. She&#x2019;s willing to do
whatever is necessary to close the deal with them and reminds herself that nothing
has stopped her in the past.
Stacy grew up with Pandillero in the Cochran; they started in the drug game
together and took off. Leaving the Lou to play professional ball was one of the things
him and Pandillero dreamed about. His mother always said to share with his brother.
Even though his older brother was killed at the age of ten in a hit and run, Stacy still
lived by the code. Now that he&#x2019;s ready to settle down he takes his chances
at not only sharing what Pandillero has but he plans to make it his.
Who said marriage was bliss? With the help of outside interference these two have a
snowballs chance in hell of making it out alive. With Treasure already fighting for her
life and Pandillero fighting to keep his the odds are certainly against them. All in all,
it&#x2019;s Just Another Day, Cochran Affair.
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